
THE SEQ2SEQ MODEL

Our architecture consisted of an RNN with two embeddings (one for classical and one for
jazz), an encoder LSTM, a decoder LSTM, and a dense layer with softmax activation. 
Since we transferred the style from classical to jazz, we passed our classical embedding
into the encoder and jazz embedding into the decoder.
 
Next, we calculate the loss of our predictions. The loss measures how wrong our model is,
with a higher loss signifying more mistakes. The loss considers the correct velocity and
predictions. If we predicted that the correct velocity has a low chance of occurring, then
the loss penalizes the model more. Our model then checks to see which of its internal
values leads to the increased loss. It then adjusts these values with an Adam Optimizer. 
 
Finally, we test our model using completely new jazz songs. The perplexity of our model
was 27. In other words, our model was about as accurate as rolling a 27-sided die.
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ABSTRACT

Music has the power to convey emotions
and tell a story that words on a page
simply cannot. However, the art is more
than simply notes with specific key and
time signatures. Performers are able to
offer their own interpretation of a piece
through dynamics, or velocities. In this
project, we created a Sequence to
Sequence Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
that utilized song velocities and pitches to
transform famous classical pieces into the
style of jazz. Our work allows us to hear
pieces in the style of a different genre so
if someone doesn’t like the sound of
classical music, they can hear the same
piece in jazz!

THE DATASET

IMPROVEMENTS

POST-PROCESSING

We used the Piano Dataset composed by
Iman Malik and Carl Henrik Ek of the
University of Bristol, UK. The dataset contains
349 MIDI files of random classical pieces as
well as 349 MIDI files of random jazz pieces
for a total of 698 total MIDI files. The
motivation behind using MIDI files is that,
unlike WAV or MP3, they offer important
numerical information and musical properties:
velocities (or dynamics) in a range of 0-127,
note pitch values, and song start and end
times. Every note played has a velocity value,
and we used this value as the feature to train
our model on. The most prevalent instrument
for recording music using a MIDI controller is
the keyboard so we restricted our dataset to
only piano music.

Figure 1: MIDI file representation of Mendelssohn's Song
Without Words No. 5, Op. 53

A possible improvement could be considering
duration as a feature in training. In the future as
an alternative architecture, we could possibly use
a variational autoencoder generative adversarial
network (VAE-GAN) in which a generator is used
to sample from its softmax outputs and then a
discriminator distinguishes between real and
sampled sequences. The generator would be
trained with a policy gradient objective, and the
discriminator would be trained with standard GAN
loss. Unlike our current implementation which did
not provide us with an adequate loss metric
regarding the original versus generated song, this
GAN loss will give us a more accurate assessment
of how well our model performs. We also might
expand our model to be able to transfer musical
styles between not only classical and jazz, but
other genres as well.

In order to listen to our generated song,
we implemented post-processing in order
to transfer our results into MIDI files. For
post-processing, we take in the pitches,
velocities, duration, tempo, and name as
parameters in order to recreate the MIDI
files. We iterate over the note velocities
passed in and use the velocity, pitch, start
and end times in order to generate each
note velocity value. We then append all
the notes into a pitch list and write them
to a MIDI file.

Figure 3: RNN Training Loss for several iterationsFigure 2: Unrolling an RNN

Figure 4: Classical (top) versus jazz (bottom) MIDI file representations of
Mozart's Piano Sonata No. 8 in A minor, K. 310, I. Allegro maestoso

Jazz musicians pay less attention to intonation than classical
musicians. They also tend to view intonation as a more expressive
approach whereas classical musicians interpret it more rigidly and
mathematically, similar to rhythm. Improvisation is also more prominent
in the jazz world as opposed to the classical realm where musicians
tend to be more uncomfortable improvising and deviating from the
general structure of pieces.

CLASSICAL VS. JAZZ


